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A quirky story about finding your voice, from internationally acclaimed author Heena

Baek.Tong Tong could never have imagined what everyone around him was thinking. But when

he gets hold of some magic candies, suddenly there are voices everywhere. He can hear how

his couch feels, what upsets his dog, that his demanding dad loves him. He even gets to catch

up with his dead grandmother. It turns out, these voices in Tong Tong’s life have A LOT to say!

Is Tong Tong ready to hear it?At turns funny, weird, and heartfelt, this imaginative picture book

from award-winning Korean author Heena Baek will take readers along on Tong Tong’s journey

as he goes from lonely to brave.

“Show-stopping spreads by Baek, similar to art by Red Nose Studio, feature molded, emotive

figures in meticulously constructed scenery with miniature furniture, photographed under

dramatic lighting—an effect startlingly close to animation. It’s a fully realized world that

considers discerning meaning and making friends, while offering artwork that lingers in the

memory.” —Publishers Weekly (starred review)“The enhanced artwork establishes depth and

perspective…depictions of facial expressions are skillful and endearing, and the interplay

between text and illustrations will cause readers to linger and ponder. An enigmatic, quirky

representation of an active imagination in search of understanding and companionship.” —

Kirkus Reviews“This picture book import is so good that it’s been turned into stage productions

in South Korea…You’ll also be sure to treat your couch with greater kindness after a single

read.” —NPR“Hilarious and heartbreaking, this inventive picture book will change the way

readers view their world.” —New York Public Library“Deeply touching, funny, and incredibly

odd, this is the kind of picture book that gets you excited about picture books all over again…

Magic Candies is so remarkable…a book that is both about giving voice to the voiceless and

finding your own.” —Betsy Bird, School Library Journal“Magic Candies is an incredibly

sophisticated work of art as well as an unusual, funny, and moving story making it a winning

combination.” —Outside In World“At turns funny, weird, and heartfelt, this imaginative picture

book from Korean author and storyteller Heena Baek will take readers along on Tong Tong’s

journey as he goes from lonely to brave. Uniquely illustrated with color photography, and

skillfully translated into English by Sophie Bowman, Magic Candies is especially and

unreservedly recommended for family, daycare center, preschool, elementary school, and

community library picture book collections for children ages 4-8.” —Midwest Book ReviewFrom

the PublisherMagic Candies is a rare bird of a book. When I first saw this striking picture book

from South Korea, the art style immediately grabbed my attention. The author sculpted the

characters, sewed their clothing, built their environments—it’s not the type of art you see every

day. And couched within this imaginative world is a story we all can relate to—one of being

lonely and wanting to make friends.In the book, our main character, Tong Tong, eats magical

candies, which allows him to hear the private thoughts of people and things around him—and

ultimately gives him the confidence boost he needs to make a friend. On one page, we see the

sofa asking Tong Tong to tell his dad to stop farting on it all the time. On another page, after a

ton of nagging from his single dad, we see Tong Tong’s reaction to hearing how much his

father loves him. The author’s ability to combine humor and a heartfelt message is the true

magic for me. I hope you and your little ones will agree.—Marilyn Brigham, EditorAbout the

AuthorHeena Baek is an acclaimed picture book author and illustrator from South Korea. She



won the 2020 Astrid Lindgren Memorial Award, a huge international award honoring the body

of work of children’s book creators. She studied educational technology at Ewha Womans

University and animation at the California Institute of the Arts. Utilizing her diverse animation

production experience, Heena creates powerful and interesting picture books, often sculpting

characters and building sets. She is the author and illustrator of a number of picture books,

many of which have been translated and have received awards from South Korea and

internationally. Follow her on Twitter @heenastory.Sophie Bowman studied social anthropology

and Korean studies at SOAS University of London before going on to complete an MA in

Korean literature at Ewha Womans University. She is now a PhD student at the University of

Toronto, studying Korean literature. Sophie was a recipient of the ICF Literature Translation

Fellowship during her studies at Ewha. She won the Korea Times Modern Korean Literature

Translation Award grand prize for poetry in 2015 with her translations of Jin Eun-young and co-

translated Kim Bo-Young’s I’m Waiting for You and Other Stories. Follow her on Twitter

@SophieOrbital.From School Library JournalK-Gr 3-When a lonely boy, Tong Tong, goes to the

store to add to his marble collection he ends up with some marvelous hard candies instead

that enable him to hear some of the hidden voices in the people, animals, and inanimate

objects around him. A plaid-patterned candy channels the voice of the long-suffering couch,

where the remote is jammed; the pink gum ball brings wistful Tong Tong, cued as Asian, the

consoling voice of his dead grandmother; the black-and-white candy lets him converse with his

dog; and the prickled candy lets him hear the love and care beneath his hectoring father's

endless commands. Ultimately the magic candies lead Tong Tong to make friendly overtures to

another lonely boy while the falling autumn leaves whisper goodbye. Baek's sweet and funny

original story is exquisitely illustrated in mixed media including detailed sets, digital

backgrounds, and sculpted figurines. Tong Tong is a figurine dressed in jeans and a stripy knit

sweater, with teeth that are growing in crookedly, shiny black hair, and an amazing range of

facial expressions; readers do not have to rely on the text to know what he is thinking. Baek

delicately balances humor with poignancy to avoid oversentimentalizing this appealing story.

VERDICT Complemented by gorgeous illustrations, this is a must-have for any children's

collection.-Jane Barrer, United Nations International Sch., New York;�†2• Copyright 2011. Library

Journals LLC, a wholly owned subsidiary of Media Source, Inc. No redistribution permitted. --

This text refers to the hardcover edition.Read more
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I play on my own.It’s not all that bad, playing alone.The other kids don’t realize how much fun

playing with marbles is.They always only play with one another, never with me.So I decided I’ll

just play by myself.

I need some new marbles.

Oh! I’ve never seen marbles like these before.“Those are hard candies. They’re very

sweet,”said the shopkeeper.Ah, that makes sense. They’re all different colorsand shapes and

sizes.

magic candies heena baek, magic candies baek, magic candies preço, franquia magic

candies, quiosque magic candies, magic candies read aloud, magic candies cookie run, how to

bless magic candies, magic fruits assorted candies, magic candies shopping eldorado, magic

candies algodão doce preço, magic candy purple nardo grey, how to bless magic candies in

cookie run, magic candy paint, magic candy factory, magic candy gungeon

The Rain Stomper, Clover Kitty Goes to Kittygarten, Agnes's Place, A Sari for Ammi, Along the

Tapajós, Pippa's Night Parade, Vacation for Dexter! (Dexter T. Rexter Book 3), It Is Not Perfect

(You Are Not Small Book 5), I Am You: A Book about Ubuntu, I Am Able to Shine, Between the

Lines, The Caiman, Turkey Goes to School (Turkey Trouble Book 5)

William I. Dube, “Magic Book Many Messages 4 all. PROS: This book is magical in itself. First

it covers all the bases that kids have to deal with growing up: PARENTS, LOSS OF A LOVED

ONE, PLAY TIME, RIGHT and WRONG, ETC. What made me get this book is ONE I'm a

parent of three young women, someday I may be a grandfather who knows. The illustrations in

this book rock, they are right up there with "Nightmare Before Christmas" where the

illustrations were actually pictures of hand made puppets. I loved the use of light and cheery

colors in the book. Okay so there is the use of the word fart and the kid eats well after his

bedtime, but remember the were Magic Candies. With Magic anything is possible. I don't want

to give away any more of the storyline, just remember when reading it to a child that you the

parent, grandparent or teacher is in control of much of the interpretation of the storyline. Can

you tell I loved this book. I didn't have time for the book or the review today, but once I picked it

up I couldn't put it down, and as I see its worth I wanted to share it with you now rather than

later.CONS: This book brought back so many memories of being a parent, loss of relatives,

and even being a child that it brought a tear to my eye. Where was this book sixty years ago

when I was a kid?Yes I'd get this again, so glad that I have the Kindle Version, and I'd

recommend it to anyone. With age of the reader well I'm 64 and liked it. I know that the story

can be read to all ages from anyone that reads stories aloud.”
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Ebook Tops Reader, “Beautiful illustrations. I appreciate the artistry here. I am a certified,

masters prepared librarian. I'm not sure that this is a story hour book. I would happily read it

as a bedtime story and leave time for discussion. I disagree with previous reviews. I was not

remotely offended.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “A precious children's story. This was such a creative story. My children

were captivated immediately. The illustrations are beautiful. The illustrator took lots of time to

create these very detailed scenes that come to life. It was nice reading a story without having

a typical predictable storyline. We loved the bubble gum candy. I feel like this story could be

helpful for a young child who faces challenges with expressing difficult feelings, lonliness,

shyness or may be an introvert.  A very fun read.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Charming children’s tail with a nice message. This is a very charming

children’s book with a very interesting way of delivering heartwarming messages. I will

definitely share this with my grandson! Even though he is only six years old and may not quite

to get the messages yet, I think he will enjoy the story and it can help us start many

conversations about what this character is feeling and how it can relate to him.”

Jo Jo Beans, “Kind of sad. Great book, nicely illustrated. Has some good insight. But we found

it just a little depressing and sad. The dog and the father both having sort of negative

interactions. Also, where's the mother?! Overall a good book.”

Ebook Tops1.Reader1, “Enjoyable art and story.. The pictures are of actual art set with the

story line. Fun and not a long read especially with very young readers.”

Michelle Haight, “Adults can enjoy this book as well!. The art and storytelling was  really nice.”

The book by Heena Baek has a rating of  5 out of 4.2. 1,143 people have provided feedback.
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